Audiologist instruction sheet
Please take this sheet with you to the audiologist

1. We produce full shell custom in ear monitors, so we need a full shell impression. This includes a full helix, crus of helix, tragus, anti-tragus and some outer ear as the cord exits right above the tragus area.

2. We require a medium to high viscosity silicone type impression material.

****We do not except self made impressions, powder & liquid material, or Westone red Siliclon X-Act material.

3. We prefer a cotton otoblock over a foam otoblock as foam can sometimes damage the impression upon removal.

4. We require the impression be taken past the second bend and it being an open mouth impression using a 1”-2” bite block or something similar(keep mouth open during the whole time the impression material is curing)

If you have any questions please contact us at 1-844-855-EARZ(3279)

If you are not sure the impressions are acceptable after you have gotten them taken, please send detailed pictures of the impressions at a few different angles to kaysen@fisherhearing.com(this is highly recommened for international customers)

Customer Use: Please mail boxed impressions with your order form to:
3940 St. Johns Parkway Sanford, FL 32771

Impressions are subject to rejection if not acceptable to our standards, it is a very important step of the process, good impressions make good in-ear monitors, so please do not skimp out on this step.

ATTENTION AUDIOLOGISTS!!
Would you like us to refer local customers to you?
Apply to be added to our authorized Hearing Professionals list here
Fill this out can we will add you to the database.

Name: ____________________________________________
Business: _______________________________________
Phone: __________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________
Email: ___________________________________________
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